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The PI plans to research the representation theory of deformation quantizations of
symplectic singularities. The long term research objective of this program is proving
the conjecture of the PI and his collaborators that there is a duality operation on
symplectic singularities. At moment, the most important property of this proposed
duality is its effect on the representation theory of associated algebras: “categories
O” attached to the singularities should be Koszul dual (that is, possess a very special
equivalence of categories). Many special cases of this duality are well-understood,
but what links them remains to be investigated. This research is also tied up in the exploration of individual examples of these singularities; in these our proposal would
be a “geometrification” and “categorification” of well-known dualities in mathematics, such as Schur-Weyl duality, rank-level duality and Gale duality. Our perspective
also provides a fruitful approach to topics as diverse as the representation theory of
symplectic reflection algebras and the Rouquier-Khovanov-Lauda categorification
of quantum groups, and has applications as far afield as low-dimensional topology, since it allows the construction of vector-space valued knot invariants which
categorify quantum knot invariants, such as the colored Jones polynomial.
Intellectual merit: Symplectic algebraic varieties arise naturally from many different areas of mathematics. Quiver varieties provide a geometric context for actions
of Lie algebras, leading to canonical bases and to actions on categories of sheaves,
while hypertoric varieties have natural ties to the combinatorics of hyperplane arrangements. Our constructions play a key role in these picture, providing new
geometric insight to such phenomena as Gale duality in combinatorics, level-rank
duality in representation theory, and homological invariants of knots and links. The
PI’s interests span a range of subfields from low dimensional topology to geometric
representation theory and the proposed research will create unexpected connections
between these fields.
Broader impacts: This award would enhance the PI’s ability to support students,
maintain an active seminar at Northeastern and disseminate research results. At
the moment, there is relatively little money at the university to support graduate
students in research rather than teaching positions, so having external support can
make a very big difference to a graduate student’s progress.

